**Watersaving Urinal**

**UESI-LF**

**Product Info:**
- Supplied with Waterless waste outlet
- Made in custom lengths up to 1400mm
- Includes Automated Periodic 'AutoClean' Device (FHC)
- Available in modules for joining on site

**To order this item please advise:**
- Urinal Length
- Rear or Top water entry

**INSTALLATION NOTES**

1) Urinal should be installed in conjunction with a graded step area or recessed into a graded floor to ensure drips drain towards urinal gutter.
2) Recommended trench dimensions for a 1400mm recessed urinal is 1450mm L x 340mm W x 110mm D.
3) Waterless waste outlet includes integral diaphragm trap / mechanical seal.
4) A trap is not required directly beneath the urinal waste.
5) Recommended connection is urinal waste into 65mm sewer pipe riser.
6) If urinal has rear water entry, provide access and enough space behind to connect water before finishing walls.
7) Water entry is 38mm ID as standard or 25mm (1”BSP thread) by request.

---

Due to ongoing research and our commitment to product development, details are subject to change without notice. Details accurate at time of print.
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Stop/Ball Valve
By Others
Solenoid
Copper Supply

3/8” or 1/2”

Air Break Valve

10 Amp GPO for DC power pack

Flush Entry Point

Proprietary waterless waste outlet incorporating self-sealing valve

Supplied complete with proprietary waterless waste outlet incorporating self-sealing valve

Tiles lip to rear

Full length sparge cover

Not for tiles lip to both horizontal and vertical edges

Ø38mm Inlet assembly fabricated full from VITEL NYLON 66 compound

Overall height varies according to length

Water entry is 38mm ID as standard or 25mm (1”BSP thread) by request.